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Broadband Access for Healthcare

THE CHALLENGE 
SECURING INTERNET CONNECTIVITY
Most small to medium sized medical clinics and pharmacies are co-located in a 
rented space and the landlord or corporate IT policies may not allow 3rd party 
suppliers to access to the network. The clinic and pharmacy also needs secure 
connectivity to ensure customer and patient data privacy for both medical 
documentation and the POS system required by the pharmacy.

THE SOLUTION
RELIABLE NETWORK SERVICES 
Semtech’s Broadband Access, an AirVantage® Managed Solution, enables indoor 
Internet access that can be used as primary access for long term or temporary 
scenarios. Proactive remote management ensures security of the patient 
information and POS system. A turnkey managed solution, Broadband Access 
includes wireless router and antenna, device management, installation and 
24/7/365 customer service at a low monthly cost. Internet access for the medical 
clinic and pharmacy POS system is easily enabled. Providing a cost-effective 
variety of offerings, our Broadband Access offer fits temporary or longer-term 
needs. With optional professional installation that can be completed in days, not 
months like other broadband options, it requires only an AC power outlet and 
cellular network coverage. 

THE RESULTS 
MONITORED SYSTEM AND A HEALTHY COMMUNITY 
Broadband Access provides a turnkey managed Internet solution that makes 
running your business quick, easy, and cost-effective. The flexible solution 
options, ranging from a basic back up service to a fully managed service, 
removes the barriers of costly investment and the burden of typical long-term 
commitments. Terms and pooled data plans lowers costs, with simple billing and 
management.

Linda is the regional operations manager for a franchise 
of walk-in medical clinics and attached pharmacies who 
provides medical services, patient scheduling and POS 
systems in a rental space. She needs to ensure their 
systems have Internet access for remote management, 
system monitoring, patient administration and POS 
transactions.
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